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The combination of a recently proposed linear interpolation method (LIM) [Senjean et
al., Phys. Rev. A 92, 012518 (2015)], which enables the calculation of weight-independent
excitation energies in range-separated ensemble density-functional approximations, with the
extrapolation scheme of Savin [J. Chem. Phys. 140, 18A509 (2014)] is presented in this work.
It is shown that LIM excitation energies vary quadratically with the inverse of the range-
separation parameter µ when the latter is large. As a result, the extrapolation scheme, which
is usually applied to long-range interacting energies, can be adapted straightforwardly to LIM.
This extrapolated LIM (ELIM) has been tested on a small test set consisting of He, Be, H2 and
HeH+. Relatively accurate results have been obtained for the first singlet excitation energies
with the typical µ = 0.4 value. The improvement of LIM after extrapolation is remarkable, in
particular for the doubly-excited 21Σ+g state in the stretched H2 molecule. Three-state ensem-
ble calculations in H2 also show that ELIM does not necessarily improves relative excitation
energies, even though individual excitation energies are more accurate after extrapolation. Fi-
nally, an alternative decomposition of the short-range ensemble exchange-correlation energy is
proposed in order to correct for ghost-interaction errors in multideterminant range-separated
ensemble density-functional theory calculations. The implementation and calibration of such
a scheme is currently in progress.
Keywords: Ensemble Density-Functional Theory, Range Separation, Linear Interpolation
Method, Ghost Interaction
1. Introduction
Nowadays, excitation energies are mostly computed by means of time-dependent
density-functional theory (TDDFT) [1, 2], essentially because of its low computa-
tional cost and its relatively good accuracy. Despite this success, standard TDDFT
fails in describing multiple excitations [3] and, in general, multiconfigurational ef-
fects [4]. Ensemble DFT [5–8] is an alternative to TDDFT which can, in principle,
provide exact excitation energies in a time-independent framework. Despite the fact
that developing exchange-correlation functionals for ensembles is challenging [9–
12], thus explaining why ensemble DFT is not yet standard, the use of ensembles
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in DFT for excited states has reappeared recently in the literature (see, for ex-
ample, Refs. [13–19]). One interesting feature of ensemble DFT is that it offers,
when combined with range separation [20], a rigorous framework for developing
state-averaged multi-determinant DFT methods [13, 21, 22].
In practical range-separated ensemble DFT calculations, ground-state function-
als are used, simply because short-range ensemble exchange-correlation density-
functional approximations have not been developed so far. This leads to curved
range-separated ensemble energies [22] and, consequently, to ensemble-weight-
dependent excitation energies. Some of the authors recently proposed a linear in-
terpolation method (LIM) [22] which, by construction, provides linear ensemble
energies and, therefore, well-defined approximate excitation energies. Promising
results have been obtained with LIM, especially for the 21Σ+ charge-transfer state
in the stretched HeH+ molecule and the doubly-excited 21Σ+g state in the stretched
H2 molecule. However, in the latter case, the excitation energy was still significantly
underestimated [22].
In this work, we propose to adapt the extrapolation scheme of Savin [23–25] to
ensembles. The basic idea is to expand the approximate LIM ensemble energy in
1/µ, where µ is the parameter that controls the range separation, and to use this
expansion for improving the convergence towards the exact result (i.e. the µ→ +∞
limit). The paper is organized as follows: After a brief introduction to ground-state
range-separated DFT in Sec. 2.1, ensemble DFT is presented in Sec. 2.2 and its
range-separated extension is discussed in Sec. 2.3. LIM is then introduced in Sec. 2.4
and its combination with Savin’s extrapolation technique is presented in Sec. 2.5.
After a summary in Sec. 3 and the computational details in Sec. 4, results obtained
for He, Be, H2 and HeH
+ are discussed in Sec. 5. As a perspective, a correction
scheme for ghost-interaction errors in multideterminant range-separated ensemble
DFT is proposed in Sec. 6. Finally, conclusions are given in Sec. 7.
2. Theory
2.1. Range-separated density-functional theory for the ground state
The exact ground-state energy of an electronic system can be obtained variationally
as follows, according to the Hohenberg–Kohn (HK) theorem [26],
E0 = min
n
{
F [n] +
∫
dr vne(r)n(r)
}
, (1)
where vne(r) is the nuclear potential, n(r) is a trial electron density and F [n] is
the universal Levy–Lieb (LL) functional defined by
F [n] = min
Ψ→n
〈Ψ|Tˆ + Wˆee|Ψ〉, (2)
where Tˆ is the kinetic energy operator and Wˆee is the two-electron repulsion op-
erator. In Kohn–Sham DFT [27] (KS-DFT), we consider a noninteracting system
which has the same density as the physical one, and the wavefunction is replaced
by a Slater determinant ΦKS[n]. The universal LL functional becomes
F [n] = 〈ΦKS[n]|Tˆ |ΦKS[n]〉+ EHxc[n] = Ts[n] + EHxc[n], (3)
where EHxc[n] is the universal Hartree-exchange-correlation density functional and
Ts[n] is the noninteracting kinetic energy. An exact multideterminantal extension
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of KS-DFT can be obtained by decomposing the two-electron repulsion into long-
range and short-range parts, as proposed by Savin [20]. This decomposition is
controlled by a parameter µ,
wee(r12) =
1
r12
= wlr,µee (r12) + w
sr,µ
ee (r12),
wlr,µee (r12) = erf(µr12)/r12 =
2
r12
√
pi
∫ µr12
0
e−t
2
dt, (4)
where erf is the error function and µ ∈ [0,+∞[. The key idea in range-separated
DFT is to treat the long-range interaction explicitly and to describe the short-
range counterpart implicitly by means of a density functional, thus leading to the
following expression for the universal LL functional,
F [n] = F lr,µ[n] + Esr,µHxc[n], (5)
where
F lr,µ[n] = min
Ψ→n
〈Ψ|Tˆ + Wˆ lr,µee |Ψ〉
= 〈Ψµ[n]|Tˆ + Wˆ lr,µee |Ψµ[n]〉. (6)
In analogy with KS-DFT, the short-range density functional can be decomposed
as follows,
Esr,µHxc[n] = E
sr,µ
H [n] + E
sr,µ
x [n] + E
sr,µ
c [n], (7)
where the short-range Hartree term is given by
Esr,µH [n] =
1
2
∫ ∫
drdr′n(r)n(r′)wsr,µee
(|r− r′|) , (8)
the short-range exchange part is defined as
Esr,µx [n] = 〈ΦKS[n]|Wˆ sr,µee |ΦKS[n]〉 − Esr,µH [n], (9)
and the remaining short-range correlation part can be connected with the conven-
tional (full-range) correlation functional as follows [28, 29],
Esr,µc [n] = Ec[n] + 〈ΦKS[n]|Tˆ + Wˆ lr,µee |ΦKS[n]〉 − 〈Ψµ[n]|Tˆ + Wˆ lr,µee |Ψµ[n]〉. (10)
From the decomposition in Equation (5), we obtain the following expression for
the exact ground-state energy,
E0 = min
n
{
F lr,µ[n] + Esr,µHxc[n] +
∫
dr vne(r)n(r)
}
,
= min
Ψ
{
〈Ψ|Tˆ + Wˆ lr,µee + Vˆne|Ψ〉+ Esr,µHxc[nΨ]
}
,
= 〈Ψµ0 |Tˆ + Wˆ lr,µee + Vˆne|Ψµ0 〉+ Esr,µHxc[nΨµ0 ], (11)
where Ψµ0 is the exact minimizing wavefunction which has the same density as the
fully-interacting ground-state wavefunction Ψ0, and Vˆne =
∫
dr vne(r)nˆ(r) where
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nˆ(r) is the density operator. It fulfills the following self-consistent equation,
Hˆµ[nΨµ0 ]|Ψµ0 〉 = Eµ0 |Ψµ0 〉, (12)
where
Hˆµ[nΨµ0 ] = Tˆ + Wˆ
lr,µ
ee + Vˆne +
∫
dr
δEsr,µHxc[nΨµ0 ]
δn(r)
nˆ(r). (13)
Range separation leads to an exact combination of wavefunction theory and KS-
DFT. The former is recovered when µ → +∞, while the latter is recovered when
µ = 0. Note that the spectrum
{Eµk }k=0,1,2,... of the auxiliary long-range interacting
Hamiltonian Hˆµ[nΨµ0 ] can be used as a starting point for approaching the exact
physical spectrum. This can be achieved within the time-dependent linear response
regime [30]. In this paper, we will focus on time-independent approaches. One of
them, which was initially proposed by Savin [23], consists in using the expansion
of the auxiliary energies for large µ values,
Eµk = Ek −
µ
2
∂Eµk
∂µ
+O
(
1
µ3
)
, (14)
where Ek is the exact kth physical energy, thus leading to the extrapolated energy
through second order in 1/µ [23–25],
EµE,k = Eµk +
µ
2
∂Eµk
∂µ
. (15)
As discussed in the following, such an extrapolation scheme can also be applied
to range-separated ensemble energies in order to obtain more accurate excitation
energies.
2.2. Ensemble density-functional theory
In contrast to KS-DFT, ensemble DFT allows for the calculation of excitation
energies. This is achieved by assigning weights to ground and excited states so that
the weighted sum of energies and densities, referred to as ensemble energy and
ensemble density, respectively, can be constructed. Let us consider an ensemble
consisting of M states with ensemble weights w ≡ (w0, w1, ..., wM−1) ordered as
w0 ≥ w1 ≥ ... ≥ wM−1. Note that Boltzmann weights can be used [21] but it is not
compulsory. The summation constraint
∑M−1
k=0 wk = 1 will be used in the following
so that the ensemble density integrates to the number N of electrons. According
to the Gross–Oliveira–Kohn (GOK) variational principle [6],
Ew ≤ Tr
[
γˆwHˆ
]
, (16)
where Tr denotes the trace, Hˆ = Tˆ + Wˆee + Vˆne is the physical Hamiltonian, and
γˆw is a trial ensemble density matrix constructed from a set of M orthonormal
trial wavefunctions {Ψk}0≤k≤M−1:
γˆw =
M−1∑
k=0
wk|Ψk〉〈Ψk|. (17)
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The exact ensemble energy is the lower bound in Equation (16),
Ew = Tr
[
ΓˆwHˆ
]
=
M−1∑
k=0
wkEk, (18)
where Γˆw =
∑M−1
k=0 wk|Ψk〉〈Ψk| is the exact physical ensemble density matrix, Ψk is
the exact kth eigenfunction of Hˆ and E0 ≤ E1 ≤ ... ≤ EM−1. The GOK variational
principle extends the HK theorem to ensembles [7], so that the ensemble energy
can be obtained variationally as follows,
Ew = min
n
{
Fw[n] +
∫
dr vne(r)n(r)
}
, (19)
where the universal LL ensemble functional equals
Fw[n] = min
γˆw→n
{
Tr
[
γˆw
(
Tˆ + Wˆee
)]}
. (20)
Note that, in Equation (20), the minimization is restricted to ensemble density
matrices with ensemble density n:
Tr [γˆwnˆ(r)] = nγˆw(r) = n(r). (21)
Note also that the minimizing density in Equation (19) is the exact ensemble
density nΓˆw(r) =
∑M−1
k=0 wknΨk(r). By analogy with KS-DFT, Gross et al. [7]
considered the following partitioning of the LL ensemble functional,
Fw[n] = Tws [n] + E
w
Hxc[n], (22)
where Tws [n] is the noninteracting ensemble kinetic energy,
Tws [n] = min
γˆw→n
{
Tr
[
γˆwTˆ
]}
= Tr
[
Γˆws [n]Tˆ
]
, (23)
Γˆws [n] denotes the noninteracting ensemble density matrix with density n and
EwHxc[n] is the weights-dependent Hartree-exchange-correlation ensemble func-
tional. The conventional (weights-independent) ground-state Hartree functional is
usually employed [7], thus leading to the following decomposition,
EwHxc[n] = EH[n] + E
w
x [n] + E
w
c [n], (24)
where the exact ensemble exchange density-functional energy is defined in terms
of the noninteracting ensemble density matrix,
Ewx [n] = Tr
[
Γˆws [n]Wˆee
]
− EH[n]. (25)
Note that the Hartree term will always contain so-called ghost-interaction er-
rors [31] when computed with an ensemble density, simply because it is quadratic
in the input density n. The exact ensemble exchange functional removes such
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errors, as readily seen in Equation (25). Since, in practice, approximate function-
als are used, ghost interactions might be significant, thus requiring correction
schemes [17, 31, 32]. This will be discussed further in Sec. 6, in the context of
range-separated ensemble DFT.
By using the KS partioning in Equation (22), the exact ensemble energy becomes
Ew = min
n
{
Tws [n] +
∫
dr vne(r)n(r) + E
w
Hxc[n]
}
, (26)
or, equivalently,
Ew = min
γˆw
{
Tr
[
γˆw
(
Tˆ + Vˆne
)]
+ EwHxc[nγˆw ]
}
. (27)
The minimizing noninteracting GOK ensemble density matrix,
Γˆws =
M−1∑
k=0
wk|Φwk 〉〈Φwk |, (28)
reproduces the exact physical ensemble density: nΓˆws
(r) = nΓˆw(r). Finally, by con-
sidering the Lagrangian [22]
Lw[γˆw] = Tr
[
γˆw
(
Tˆ + Vˆne
)]
+ EwHxc[nγˆw ] +
M−1∑
k=0
wkEwk
(
1− 〈Ψk|Ψk〉
)
, (29)
where Ewk are Lagrange multipliers associated with the normalization of the trial
wavefunctions Ψk from which the ensemble density matrix is built, we obtain from
the stationarity condition δLw[Γˆws ] = 0 the self-consistent GOK-DFT equations
[7]: (
Tˆ + Vˆne +
∫
dr
δEwHxc[nΓˆws
]
δn(r)
nˆ(r)
)
|Φwk 〉 = Ewk |Φwk 〉. (30)
2.3. Range-separated ensemble density-functional theory
In analogy with ground-state range-separated DFT, range separation can be in-
troduced into the LL ensemble functional [13, 21], thus leading to the following
decomposition,
Fw[n] = F lr,µ,w[n] + Esr,µ,wHxc [n], (31)
where
F lr,µ,w[n] = min
γˆw→n
{
Tr
[
γˆw
(
Tˆ + Wˆ lr,µee
)]}
= Tr
[
Γˆµ,w[n]
(
Tˆ + Wˆ lr,µee
)]
. (32)
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The short-range ensemble density functional is both µ- and w-dependent. In anal-
ogy with GOK-DFT [7], it can be partitioned as follows,
Esr,µ,wHxc [n] = E
sr,µ
H [n] + E
sr,µ,w
x [n] + E
sr,µ,w
c [n], (33)
where the ground-state (w-independent) short-range Hartree functional defined in
Equation (8) is used. The exact short-range exchange ensemble energy can be ex-
pressed in terms of the noninteracting ensemble density matrix (see Equation (23))
as
Esr,µ,wx [n] = Tr
[
Γˆws [n]Wˆ
sr,µ
ee
]
− Esr,µH [n], (34)
and, according to Equations (22), (24), (25), (31) and (32), the complementary
short-range correlation energy for the ensemble can be related with the conventional
(full-range) correlation energy as follows,
Esr,µ,wc [n] = E
w
c [n] + Tr
[
Γˆws [n]
(
Tˆ + Wˆ lr,µee
)]
− Tr
[
Γˆµ,w[n]
(
Tˆ + Wˆ lr,µee
)]
. (35)
Note that Equation (10) is recovered when the ensemble reduces to the ground
state (w0 = 1). Note also that, as in GOK-DFT, the exact short-range ensemble
energy removes the ghost-interaction errors introduced in the short-range Hartree
energy (see Equations (25) and (34)). In practice [21, 22], the use of (semi-) local
ground-state short-range exchange density functionals cannot, in principle, remove
such errors. In Sec. 6, an alternative decomposition of the short-range ensemble
exchange-correlation energy will be proposed and discussed. The latter provides
a rigorous framework for performing ghost-interaction-free multi-determinant
range-separated ensemble DFT calculations. Work is currently in progress in this
direction.
Returning to the range-separated LL ensemble functional expression in Equa-
tion (31), we finally obtain from Equation (19) the following exact expression for
the ensemble energy,
Ew = min
γˆw
{
Tr
[
γˆw
(
Tˆ + Wˆ lr,µee + Vˆne
)]
+ Esr,µ,wHxc [nγˆw ]
}
= Tr
[
Γˆµ,w
(
Tˆ + Wˆ lr,µee + Vˆne
)]
+ Esr,µ,wHxc [nΓˆµ,w ], (36)
where the minimizing long-range-interacting ensemble density matrix Γˆµ,w =∑M−1
k=0 wk|Ψµ,wk 〉〈Ψµ,wk | reproduces the exact physical ensemble density: nΓˆµ,w(r) =
nΓˆw(r). This density matrix fulfills the following self-consistent equation, in analogy
with Equation (30),(
Tˆ + Wˆ lr,µee + Vˆne +
∫
dr
δEsr,µ,wHxc [nΓˆµ,w ]
δn(r)
nˆ(r)
)
|Ψµ,wk 〉 = Eµ,wk |Ψµ,wk 〉. (37)
When µ→ +∞, we recover the Schro¨dinger equation and, when µ = 0, GOK-DFT
equations are obtained.
Let us now consider the particular case of two non-degenerate states. The en-
semble weights are then reduced to two weights, w0 for the ground state and w1
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for the first excited state. Both can be expressed in terms of a single weight w,
w0 = 1− w, w1 = w, (38)
with w ∈ [0, 1/2]. The exact ensemble energy is a linear function of w,
Ew = (1− w)E0 + wE1, (39)
and the excitation energy ω is simply the first derivative of the ensemble energy
with respect to w:
ω =
dEw
dw
,
= E1 − E0. (40)
Linearity in w enables also to obtain the excitation energy by linear interpolation
between ground-state and equiensemble energies,
ω = 2(Ew=1/2 − Ew=0),
= 2(Ew=1/2 − E0). (41)
In this particular case of a two-state ensemble, the exact range-separated ensemble
energy in Equation (36) can be rewritten as
Ew = (1− w)〈Ψµ,w0 |Tˆ + Wˆ lr,µee + Vˆne|Ψµ,w0 〉
+w〈Ψµ,w1 |Tˆ + Wˆ lr,µee + Vˆne|Ψµ,w1 〉+ Esr,µ,wHxc [nΓˆµ,w ], (42)
or, equivalently (see Equation (37)),
Ew = (1− w)Eµ,w0 + wEµ,w1 −
∫
dr
δEsr,µ,wHxc [nΓˆµ,w ]
δn(r)
nΓˆµ,w(r) + E
sr,µ,w
Hxc [nΓˆµ,w ], (43)
where the auxiliary ensemble density equals the physical one,
nΓˆµ,w(r) = (1− w)nΨµ,w0 (r) + w nΨµ,w1 (r) = nΓˆw(r). (44)
Using Equation (40) leads to the following exact expression for the first excitation
energy [13, 22],
ω = Eµ,w1 − Eµ,w0 +
∂Esr,µ,wHxc [n]
∂w
∣∣∣∣
n=nΓˆw
= ∆Eµ,w + ∆µ,wxc , (45)
where ∆Eµ,w is the auxiliary (weight-dependent) excitation energy and ∆µ,wxc is the
short-range exchange-correlation derivative discontinuity [the short-range Hartree
term does not depend on the weight as shown in Equation (33)]. As readily seen
from Equation (45), the auxiliary excitation energy is in principle not equal to the
physical one.
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2.4. Linear interpolation method
The construction of approximate ensemble exchange-correlation functionals is al-
ready a challenge in the context of GOK-DFT [9, 11, 12, 15]. In the case of range-
separated ensemble DFT, an exact adiabatic connection formula has been derived
by Franck and Fromager [13] but no approximations have been developed so far.
The simplest approximation consists in using the (weights-independent) ground-
state short-range functional [21, 22],
Esr,µ,wHxc [n]→ Esr,µHxc[n]. (46)
We shall refer to this approximation as weights-independent density-functional ap-
proximation (WIDFA). The range-separated ensemble energy within WIDFA can
be expressed as
E˜µ,w =min
γˆw
{
Tr
[
γˆw(Tˆ + Wˆ lr,µee + Vˆne)
]
+Esr,µHxc[nγˆw ]
}
= Tr
[
γˆµ,w(Tˆ + Wˆ lr,µee + Vˆne)
]
+ Esr,µHxc[nγˆµ,w ], (47)
where the minimizing ensemble density matrix γˆµ,w =
∑M−1
k=0 wk|Ψ˜µ,wk 〉〈Ψ˜µ,wk | ful-
fills the following set of self-consistent equations,(
Tˆ + Wˆ lr,µee + Vˆne +
∫
dr
δEsr,µHxc[nγˆµ,w ]
δn(r)
nˆ(r)
)
|Ψ˜µ,wk 〉
= E˜µ,wk |Ψ˜µ,wk 〉, 0 ≤ k ≤M − 1. (48)
Note that the exact physical ensemble density matrix Γˆw and the exact ensemble
energy Ew are recovered from Equation (47) when µ→ +∞.
In the particular case of a two-state ensemble with weight w, the WIDFA excita-
tion energy defined as the derivative of the WIDFA ensemble energy with respect
to w reduces to the approximate auxiliary excitation energy [22]:
ωµ,wWIDFA =
dE˜µ,w
dw
= E˜µ,w1 − E˜µ,w0 = ∆E˜µ,w. (49)
As a result, it is both µ- and w-dependent. The ambiguity in the choice of the
ensemble weight for computing excitation energies can be overcome by means
of linear interpolations between equiensembles [22]. In other words, the exact
linearly-interpolated expression in Equation (41) is used rather than the first-order-
derivative-based expression in Equation (40) in order to compute approximate ex-
citation energies. Both choices are of course equivalent if exact wavefunctions and
functionals are used. This linear interpolation method (LIM) leads, for two states,
to the simple µ-dependent (but w-independent) expression
ωµLIM = 2(E˜
µ,1/2 − E˜µ,0). (50)
Interestingly, LIM enables to define an effective derivative discontinuity that ex-
hibits, in helium for example, similar variations in w as the exact derivative dis-
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continuity [22]:
∆µ,weff = ω
µ
LIM −∆E˜µ,w = ωµLIM − ωµ,wWIDFA. (51)
Note that ∆µ,weff → 0 when µ → +∞. As a result, the extrapolation method of
Savin [23] cannot be used in this context for obtaining more accurate variations
of the short-range derivative discontinuity with w for a fixed and finite value of µ.
Let us finally mention that LIM can be easily extended to higher excitations and
degenerate states by considering the WIDFA ensemble energy (denoted E˜µ,wI in
the following) defined from the following ensemble weights,
wk =

1− wgI
MI−1
0 ≤ k ≤MI−1 − 1,
w MI−1 ≤ k ≤MI − 1,
(52)
where
0 ≤ w ≤ 1
MI
,
MI =
I∑
L=0
gL, (53)
and gL is the degeneracy of the Lth energy. The Ith LIM excitation energy can
then be obtained as follows [22],
ωµLIM,I =
MI
gI
(
E˜
µ,1/MI
I − E˜µ,1/MI−1I−1
)
+
1
MI−1
I−1∑
K=1
gKω
µ
LIM,K . (54)
From the equality E˜
µ,1/MI−1
I−1 = E˜
µ,0
I , it becomes clear from Equation (54) that LIM
interpolates the ensemble energy between equiensembles. In the particular case of
three non-degenerate states, the second LIM excitation energy equals, with the
notations of Equation (50),
ωµLIM,2 = 3
(
E˜
µ,1/3
2 − E˜µ,1/2
)
+
1
2
ωµLIM. (55)
2.5. Extrapolating excitation energies from range-separated ensemble
energies
In the spirit of Savin and coworkers [23–25], we propose to extrapolate physical ex-
citation energies from the approximate LIM excitation energies. For that purpose,
let us introduce η = 1/µ and consider the µ → +∞ limit or, equivalently, η → 0.
The WIDFA range-separated ensemble energy in Equation (47) can be expanded
through second order in η as follows,
E˜1/η,w = Ew + E˜(−1),wη + E˜(−2),wη2 +O(η3), (56)
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where, according to the Hellmann–Feynman theorem,
E˜(−1),w =
dE˜1/η,w
dη
∣∣∣∣∣
η=0
= Tr
Γˆw ∂Wˆ lr,1/ηee
∂η
∣∣∣∣∣
η=0
+ ∂Esr,1/ηHxc [nΓˆw ]
∂η
∣∣∣∣∣
η=0
. (57)
For large µ values, the short-range density-functional energy can be expanded as
follows [28, 33],
Esr,µHxc[n] =
1
µ2
E
sr,(−2)
Hxc [n] +O
(
1
µ3
)
. (58)
Therefore, the second term on the right-hand side of Equation (57) equals zero.
Moreover, according to Equation (4),
∂w
lr,1/η
ee (r12)
∂η
= − 2
η2
√
pi
e−r
2
12/η
2
, (59)
so that
Tr
[
Γˆw
∂Wˆ
lr,1/η
ee
∂η
]
= −8√pi
∫ +∞
0
r212
η2
e−r
2
12/η
2
fΓˆw(r12)dr12, (60)
where fΓˆw(r12) =
∑
k wkfΨk(r12) is the exact physical ensemble intracule density
(see, for example, Ref. [33]). It becomes clear from Equation (60) that the first
term on the right-hand side of Equation (57) is also equal to zero, thus leading
to E˜(−1),w = 0. In conclusion, for large µ values, the deviation of the WIDFA
ensemble energy from the exact one is at least of second order in 1/µ:
E˜µ,w = Ew +
1
µ2
E˜(−2),w +O
(
1
µ3
)
, (61)
or, equivalently,
Ew = E˜µ,w +
µ
2
∂E˜µ,w
∂µ
+O
(
1
µ3
)
. (62)
A similar Taylor expansion can also be obtained for the auxiliary energies,
Ek = E˜µ,wk +
µ
2
∂E˜µ,wk
∂µ
+O
(
1
µ3
)
. (63)
Thus we obtain from Equations (62) and (63) the following extrapolated expres-
sions through second order in 1/µ for the ensemble energy,
E˜µ,wE = E˜
µ,w +
µ
2
∂E˜µ,w
∂µ
, (64)
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and the individual energies,
E˜µ,wE,k = E˜µ,wk +
µ
2
∂E˜µ,wk
∂µ
, (65)
respectively. Note that Savin’s extrapolation scheme (see Equation (15)) is
recovered from Equation (65) in the ground-state density limit (w0 = 1).
Within LIM, the Ith excitation energy ωµLIM,I is simply expressed as the linear
combination of range-separated equiensemble energies that are all computed at
the WIDFA level (see equation (54)). This expression becomes exact when µ →
+∞. Consequently, the exact Ith excitation energy ωI can be connected to the
approximate LIM one as follows,
ωµLIM,I = ωI +
1
µ2
ω
(−2)
LIM,I +O
(
1
µ3
)
, (66)
or, equivalently,
ωI = ω
µ
LIM,I +
µ
2
∂ωµLIM,I
∂µ
+O
(
1
µ3
)
, (67)
thus leading to the extrapolated LIM (ELIM) excitation energy expression through
second order in 1/µ,
ωµELIM,I = ω
µ
LIM,I +
µ
2
∂ωµLIM,I
∂µ
. (68)
As illustrated in Fig. 1 for He and H2, the LIM excitation energy does vary as µ
−2
when µ is large, thus showing that the second-order term in Equation (66) is not
zero.
Let us finally mention that better extrapolations can be obtained by considering
higher-order derivatives in µ [25]. This is left for future work.
3. Summary
In this section we give a summary of all the approximate methods introduced
previously and whose performance is discussed in Sec. 5. All of them rely on the
range separation of the two-electron repulsion that is controlled by the parameter µ
in the error function. A typical value is 0.4 [34] but its influence on the results will be
investigated in details in the following. Note that, when µ = 0, standard KS-DFT
is recovered. On the other hand, wavefunction theory is obtained when µ→ +∞.
For intermediate values, the long-range interaction is treated with wavefunction-
based methods [full configuration interaction (FCI) will be used in this work] and
short-range interactions are described by a complementary µ-dependent density
functional [a local functional will be used in this work]. Range-separated DFT can
be extended to excited states by means of ensembles. In the particular case of
the first excitation, which is mainly discussed in the paper, the ensemble consists
of the ground- and first-excited-state wavefunctions. A weight w, which can vary
from 0 to 1/2, is assigned to the latter. The weight associated to the ground state
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Figure 1. Graphical illustration of Equation (66) for two-state ensembles: {11S, 21S} in He (top panel),
{11Σ+g , 21Σ+g } in H2 at equilibrium (middle panel) and stretched (bottom panel) geometries. See text for
further details.
is (1 − w). The exact ensemble energy, which is nothing but the weighted sum of
the ground- and first-excited-state energies, is linear in w. Therefore, its range-
separated expression should also be linear in w (and µ-independent) if the exact
w-dependent short-range ensemble functional were used. Note that, for a given
µ value, ground-state range-separated DFT is recovered when w = 0. Returning
to the short-range functional for the ensemble, a simple approximation consists
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in employing ground-state short-range functionals (a local one in our case) which
has therefore no weight dependence. As a result, the approximate range-separated
ensemble energy becomes both µ- and w-dependent and, for a given µ value, it
exhibits curvature in w. Of course, this is not the case in the exact theory so that
the derivative of the ensemble energy with respect to w is w-independent and equal
to the exact excitation energy. The definition of approximate excitation energies is
then not trivial since the derivative of the range-separated ensemble energy, which
is referred to as auxiliary excitation energy, varies with w. LIM is a way to remove
this weight dependence, simply by constructing, for a given µ value, the linear
interpolation between the ground state and the equiensemble (w = 1/2). The slope
of the linearly-interpolated range-separated ensemble energy gives an approximate
excitation energy which is weight-independent by construction. Of course, it still
depends on µ. When µ→ +∞, both auxiliary and LIM excitation energies become
exact. Therefore, the extrapolation technique of Savin [23] can be applied in this
context, thus leading for LIM to the extrapolated LIM (ELIM) approach. The
method can be generalized to an arbitrary number of states. An example will be
given for three states in H2 along the bond breaking coordinate.
4. Computational details
Extrapolated auxiliary and LIM excitation energies (see Equations (65) and (68))
have been computed with a development version of the DALTON program pack-
age [35, 36]. Only the spin-independent short-range local density approximation
(srLDA) [20, 37] has been used. It was shown in a previous work [22] that the
short-range Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof-type functional of Goll et al. [38] gives rather
similar results, at least for the systems considered in this work. Basis sets are aug-
cc-pVQZ [39, 40]. Orbitals relaxation and long-range correlation effects have been
treated self-consistently at the FCI level. Calculations have been performed on He
and Be atoms as well as H2 and HeH
+ molecules. For Be, the 1s orbital was kept
inactive. The following two-state singlet ensembles have been studied: {11S, 21S}
for He and Be, {11Σ+, 21Σ+} for the stretched HeH+ molecule (R = 8.0 a0), and
{11Σ+g , 21Σ+g } for H2 at equilibrium (R = 1.4 a0) and stretched (R = 3.7 a0) geome-
tries. In addition, the three-state singlet ensemble {11Σ+g , 21Σ+g , 31Σ+g } in H2 has
been considered along the bond breaking coordinate. In the latter case, compari-
son is made with time-dependent multideterminant range-separated linear response
theory [30] using a FCI long-range interacting wavefunction. Extrapolations have
been obtained by finite differences with ∆µ = 0.005a−10 .
5. Results and discussion
5.1. Weight-dependence of the ensemble and auxiliary energies
The two-state 1Σ+ WIDFA range-separated ensemble energy and its extrapolation
(see Equation (64)) have been computed for the stretched HeH+ molecule when
varying the ensemble weight w for µ = 0.4 and µ = 1. Results are shown in Fig. (2).
Note that 21Σ+ is a charge-transfer state. LIM and ELIM ensemble energies are
also plotted. By construction, both are linear in w, whereas the WIDFA ensemble
energy is curved [22]. When µ = 0.4, the curvature is significantly reduced by
the extrapolation. In addition, the extrapolated WIDFA ensemble energy is much
closer to FCI. Note also that the slope at w = 0, which corresponds to the
auxiliary excitation energy associated with the ground-state density [22], becomes
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Figure 2. WIDFA and LIM ensemble energies computed with and without extrapolation for the stretched
HeH+ molecule at µ = 0.4 (top panel) and µ = 1.0 (bottom panel) when varying the ensemble weight w.
Energies at w = 0 have been subtracted for ease of comparison. See text for further details.
As expected [22], the weight-dependence of the auxiliary excitation energy before
extrapolation is reduced when increasing µ from 0.4 to 1.0. For µ = 0.4, the ex-
trapolation reduces the weight dependence but, in general, it does not remove it
completely.
4.2. Extrapolated LIM excitation energies
As discussed previously, LIM provides approximate excitation energies which are
weight-independent by construction. In this section, we investigate the impact of
the extrapolation on the LIM excitation energies when varying µ. For analysis
purposes, comparison is made with the extrapolated auxiliary excitation energies
based on the ground-state density. Results are presented in Figs. 5 and 6.
Note that, by definition, the extrapolation has no e↵ect at µ = 0. On the other
hand, with or without extrapolation, FCI excitation energies are recovered when
µ ! +1. Without extrapolation, LIM and auxiliary excitation energies are
close to the FCI results when µ   2.0 for Be and H2 at equilibrium (middle and
bottom panels of Figs. 5 and 6, respectively), and when µ   3.0 for He, HeH+
and stretched H2 (top and bottom panels of Fig. 5 and bottom panel of Fig. 6,
respectively). We see that the extrapolation improves the convergence in µ of
both LIM and auxiliary excitation energies towards the FCI values. However,
Figure 2. WIDFA and LIM ensemble energies computed with and without extrapolation for the stretched
HeH+ molecule at µ = 0.4 (top panel) and µ = 1.0 (bottom panel) when varying the ensemble weight w.
Energies at w = 0 have been subtracted for ease of comparison. See text for further details.
very close to the FCI one after extrapolation. This illustrates graphically the
relevance of using extrapolated auxiliary energies for computing physical excitation
energies [24, 25]. For µ = 1.0, the extrapolation has less impact simply because
the WIDFA ensemble energy has a less pronounced curvature. The contribution
of the srLDA functional to the nergy is simply reduced. ELIM and extrapolated
WIDFA ensemble energies are almost indistinguishable. This was expected since
both WIDFA and LIM ensemble energies (with or without extrapolation) become
equal to the (linear) FCI ensemble energy when µ→ +∞. Note, however, that for
µ = 1.0 the extrapolation enlarges the deviation of the ensemble energy from the
FCI one. This will be analyzed furth r in Sec. 5.2.
Let us now focus on the auxiliary excitation energies. In a previous work [22],
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Figure 3. Auxiliary excitation energies computed with and without extrapolation for He (top panel), Be
(middle panel) and the streched HeH+ molecule (bottom panel) at µ = 0.4 and µ = 1.0 when varying the
ensemble weight w. Comparison is made with FCI. See text for further details.
some of the authors pointed out that the latter can be strongly weight-dependent,
thus motivating the formulation of LIM. Extrapolation schemes are usually ap-
plied to auxiliary excitation energies based on the ground-state density [24, 25]. In
this section, we extrapolated from weight-dependent auxiliary excitation energies
(see Equation (65)), for analysis purposes. Results are presented in Fig. 3 for He,
Be and HeH+, and in Fig. 4 for H2 in equilibrium and stretched geometries. As
expected [22], the weight-dependence of the auxiliary excitation energy before ex-
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Figure 4. First auxiliary excitation energy computed with and without extrapolation for H2 at equilibrium
(top panel) and stretched (bottom panel) geometries with µ = 0.4 and µ = 1.0 when varying the ensemble
weight w. Comparison is made with FCI. See text for further details.
trapolation is reduced when increasing µ from 0.4 to 1.0. For µ = 0.4 and 1.0, the
extrapolation reduces the weight dependence but, in general, it does not remove it
completely.
5.2. Extrapolated LIM excitation energies
As discussed previously, LIM provides approximate excitation energies which are
weight-independent by construction. In this section, we investigate the impact of
the extrapolation on the LIM excitation energies when varying µ. For analysis
purposes, comparison is made with the extrapolated auxiliary excitation energies
based on the ground-state density. Results are presented in Figs. 5 and 6.
Note that, by definition, the extrapolation has no effect at µ = 0. On the other
hand, with or without extrapolation, FCI excitation energies are recovered when
µ → +∞. Without extrapolation, LIM and auxiliary excitation energies are
close to the FCI results when µ ≥ 2.0 for Be and H2 at equilibrium (middle and
bottom panels of Figs. 5 and 6, respectively), and when µ ≥ 3.0 for He, HeH+
and stretched H2 (top and bottom panels of Fig. 5 and bottom panel of Fig. 6,
respectively). We see that the extrapolation improves the convergence in µ of
both LIM and auxiliary excitation energies towards the FCI values. However,
better results are not systematically obtained for all µ values. In He, HeH+ and
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H2 at equilibrium, for example, the extrapolation makes LIM deviate from FCI
when 0.5 ≤ µ ≤ 1.0. As shown in Ref. [25], this is related to the non-monotonic
convergence of the excitation energies to the FCI values. Such a deterioration
of LIM is also observed when µ is close to zero. The excitation energies are
underestimated in that region and decrease with µ. This pattern was not observed
for the auxiliary excitation energies in Refs. [24, 25], probably because the authors
computed accurate short-range potentials along the range-separated adiabatic
connection. It would be interesting, for rationalization purposes, to compare exact
and srLDA LIM excitation energy expansions for small µ values. This is left for
future work.
Note finally that, for the typical µ = 0.4 value [34], ELIM gives relatively accurate
results. In the particular case of the stretched H2 molecule, the improvement of the
doubly-excited 21Σ+g excitation energy after extrapolation is remarkable.
5.3. 21Σ+g and 3
1Σ+g excitation energies in H2
21Σ+g and 3
1Σ+g excitation energies in H2 have been computed along the bond
breaking coordinate with various methods. The range-separation parameter µ
was set to the typical µ = 0.4 value [34]. Results are presented in Fig. 7. For
analysis purposes, auxiliary excitation energies associated with the ground-state
density (w0 = 0) are compared with FCI and time-dependent multideterminant
range-separated linear response (LR) results (see top panel). In the equilibrium
region (R ≈ 1.4a0), LR excitation energies are a bit closer to FCI values than the
auxiliary excitation energies. This is due to the short-range kernel [22, 30]. For
larger bond distances (3a0 ≤ R ≤ 3.5a0), the avoided crossing obtained at the FCI
level is not well reproduced. Auxiliary energies give almost a crossing while LR
slightly increases the gap between the two excitation energies, once again, because
of the short-range kernel. When approaching the dissociation limit, the latter does
not contribute anymore to the 21Σ+g LR excitation energy that becomes identical
to the auxiliary one. This is due to the doubly-excited character of the excitation
which does not induce changes in the density through first order [22, 30]. Note
the slight difference between 31Σ+g auxiliary and LR excitation energies. In this
case, the short-range kernel does contribute. Let us finally point out that both
range-separated approaches underestimate the excitation energies.
Let us now discuss the performance of LIM (middle panel of Fig. 7). It is
remarkable that, in the equilibrium region, LIM excitation energies are much more
accurate than the auxiliary ones for both 21Σ+g and 3
1Σ+g states. The avoided
crossing is relatively well located within LIM but, like at the LR level, it is not
well reproduced (the states are too close in energy). For larger bond distances,
21Σ+g LIM and auxiliary excitation energies become identical, as expected [22].
On the other hand, those differ slightly for the 31Σ+g state. In summary, LIM
significantly improves on both LR and auxiliary excitation energies only in the
equilibrium region.
Turning to ELIM results (bottom panel of Fig. 7), we first notice that, in the
equilibrium region, the 21Σ+g excitation energy curve is almost on top of the FCI
one, as expected from the top panel of Fig. 6. The extrapolation has less impact
on the 31Σ+g state. For the latter, it actually enlarges the deviation from FCI.
This is simply due to the fact that, without extrapolation, LIM already overesti-
mates the 31Σ+g excitation energy. The positive slope in µ of the LIM excitation
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energy in the vicinity of µ = 0.4, exactly like for the 21Σ+g state (see top panel in
Fig. 6), increases further the excitation energy. When the bond is stretched, ELIM
improves on both individual excitation energies (both become much closer to the
reference FCI values). The effect of the extrapolation becomes significant when
approaching the dissociation limit. However, even though the avoided crossing re-
mains relatively well located within ELIM, the two states become closer in energy
after extrapolation. This shows how challenging it is to develop a reliable multide-
terminant state-averaged range-separated DFT for modelling (avoided) crossings.
It is still unclear if a ghost interaction correction would provide better results.
Work is currently in progress in this direction.
6. Perspective: A remedy for the ghost interaction error in
multideterminant range-separated DFT
Unlike in Hartree-Fock theory, the exact cancellation of Hartree and exchange
terms, for one electron systems, is not possible in KS-DFT when using local or
semi-local functionals, thus inducing so-called self-interaction errors. However, the
use of orbital-dependent functionals can correct for this. Another type of error,
referred to as ghost interaction error [31], is introduced in ensemble DFT calcula-
tions when an ensemble density is inserted into the usual (or short-range) Hartree
density functional. The ghost interaction terms contain products of densities
associated with different states. The use of local or semi-local exchange-correlation
functionals cannot be expected to correct for such errors [17]. Note that, in
multideterminant range-separated ensemble DFT, densities are calculated from
multideterminant wavefunctions so that standard ghost interaction correction
schemes, which have been developed in the context of GOK-DFT, cannot be used
straightforwardly.
In the present section we propose an alternative decomposition of the short-range
ensemble exchange-correlation energy which has the advantage of being ghost-
interaction-free. For that purpose we use the concept of multideterminantal (md)
short-range exact exchange introduced by Toulouse et al. [41] in the context of
ground-state range-separated DFT and extend it to ensembles as follows,
Esr,µ,wHxc [n] = E
sr,µ
H [n] + E
sr,µ,w
x,md [n] + E
sr,µ,w
c,md [n] , (69)
where
Esr,µ,wx,md [n] = Tr
[
Γˆµ,w[n]Wˆ sr,µee
]
− Esr,µH [n], (70)
and, according to Equations (33) and (34),
Esr,µ,wc,md [n] = E
sr,µ,w
c [n] + Tr
[
Γˆws [n]Wˆ
sr,µ
ee
]
− Tr
[
Γˆµ,w[n]Wˆ sr,µee
]
. (71)
Note that the expression in Equation (70) involves the ensemble density matrix of
the long-range interacting system with ensemble density n rather than the non-
interacting one (see Equation (34) for comparison). Finally, the complementary
short-range correlation functional Esr,µc,md[n] that is adapted to the exact multideter-
minant short-range exchange of Toulouse et al. [41] is recovered in the ground-state
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limit (w0 = 1). Since, according to Equation (37),
Γˆµ,w[nΓˆµ,w ] = Γˆ
µ,w, (72)
combining the alternative decomposition in Equation (69) with Equation (36) leads
to the exact ensemble energy expression:
Ew = Tr
[
Γˆµ,w
(
Tˆ + Wˆee + Vˆne
)]
+ Esr,µ,wc,md
[
nΓˆµ,w
]
. (73)
Like in the ground-state theory, this expression cannot be variational with respect
to the ensemble density matrix, otherwise double counting problems would oc-
cur [29]. Optimized effective potential techniques should be applied in this context
to avoid such problems [29]. A simple approximation would consist in replacing
the exact auxiliary ensemble density matrix with the one obtained at the WIDFA
level (see Equation (47)),
Γˆµ,w → γˆµ,w. (74)
Moreover, in the spirit of WIDFA, one could use the ground-state correlation func-
tional, for which a local density approximation has been developed [42], rather
than the ensemble functional (for which no approximations have been developed
so far),
Esr,µ,wc,md [n]→ Esr,µc,md[n]. (75)
Work is currently in progress in this direction. Note that the resulting approxi-
mate ensemble energy will be ghost interaction-free. Interestingly, the alternative
separation of short-range ensemble exchange and correlation energies is a way to
introduce (implicitly) weight dependence into the short-range ensemble functional.
The resulting approximate ensemble energy may also have less curvature in the
ensemble weights than the WIDFA one. This should be investigated numerically.
Note finally that LIM can also be applied in this context in order to compute
excitation energies.
7. Conclusion
The extrapolation scheme initially proposed by Savin [23] in the context of ground-
state range-separated DFT has been extended to ensembles of ground and excited
states. This can be achieved when expanding the range-separated ensemble energy
in powers of 1/µ, where µ is the parameter that controls the range separation of the
two-electron repulsion. Combining this approach with the recently proposed linear
interpolation method (LIM) [22] enables to compute excitation energies that, by
construction, do not depend on the choice of the ensemble weights. We have shown
on a small test set consisting of He, Be, H2 and HeH
+ that, for the typical µ = 0.4
value, the extrapolated LIM (ELIM) can provide accurate (sometimes very accu-
rate) excitation energies even for charge-transfer and doubly-excited states. It was
also shown that, in the stretched H2 molecule, the extrapolation can improve on
excitation energies individually but the relative excitation energy can be deterio-
rated, thus leading to an inaccurate description of avoided crossings. Such problems
should be investigated further in the future in order to turn multi-determinant
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range-separated DFT into a reliable computational tool for modeling photochem-
istry, for example. A potential source of errors in LIM and ELIM calculations is
the so-called ghost-interaction error that is introduced when inserting an ensemble
density into the short-range Hartree functional. We proposed an alternative separa-
tion of ensemble short-range exchange and correlation energies which, in principle,
enables the calculation of ghost-interaction-free excitation energies in the context
of multideterminant range-separated ensemble DFT. Work is currently in progress
in this direction.
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Figure 5. LIM excitation energies computed with and without extrapolation for He (top panel), Be (middle
panel) and the stretched HeH+ molecule (bottom panel) when varying µ. Comparison is made with the
auxiliary excitation energies and FCI.
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Figure 6. First 1Σ+g LIM excitation energy computed with and without extrapolation for H2 at equilib-
rium (top panel) and stretched (bottom panel) geometries when varying µ. Comparison is made with the
auxiliary excitation energy and FCI.
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Figure 7. First and second 1Σ+g excitation energies computed in H2 along the bond breaking coordinate
with µ = 0.4. Top panel: linear response (LR) versus auxiliary energies. Middle panel: LIM versus auxiliary
energies. Bottom panel: LIM versus ELIM. Comparison is made with FCI. See text for further details.
